
Respected Sir/Madam, 

Greetings!!! My name is Chandrashekar Sethuraman from Begumpet, Hyderabad (AP). I will try to keep 

the entire (harassment and threat/ill-treatment) episode that Canara Bank Management has pushed me 

into for the last 1 year. My wife and I have been banking (Joint Account) with Canara Bank, Kundanbagh 

Branch (1626), Ameerpet, Hyderabad for the last 12 years and beginning of 2012 I opened a separate 

account #1626101020243 as I wanted my salary amount to be deposited into this account and operate 

it. When I opened the account, I was asked if I required credit card as well and for which I said that I 

would require one for me as well as have my wife as an add-on. This is when the harassment process 

started from the Chief Manager (Mr. Chandrashekhar) of this branch. Even though I submitted my salary 

pay slip, in his letter to Credit Card division he had mentioned that I receive Rs. 15,000 per month about 

10 times less than what I receive and this was even been verified and stamped by the Canara Bank 

Management in Bangalore. Also, he had not mentioned that I have another account for about 11 years, 

even after I asked him to add it to the form and after almost 1 month or so (by this time I should have 

received the card), the form came back and I was asked to sign on one of the papers as earlier I was told 

that there was no necessity to sign there. When the CM showed me the entire form I was really 

surprised to see all these mistakes (about my salary, not mentioning my association with the bank for 11 

years and the head office had signed and put the seal) and when I pointed out these issues to CM, he 

wouldn’t accept it as a mistake but said that if a customer would have indulged in this fashion, there 

would be legal action taken both by RBI and Canara Bank and I asked as to why the same rule doesn’t 

apply if they made a mistake, he said that they can get off with it as even a customer reports to the 

highest authority including RBI, they don’t have any rules to take any action against such nationalized 

banks, which was surprising.  

After following up for more than 3 months (literally I used to go their branch on a daily basis) and I am 

ashamed to say this but I used to beg for a card like a beggar (this is how they treated me), they 

processed the card after 4 months and was asked to accept it. As I lost interest and did not want to 

accept the card because of lack of proper service, I wrote to Canara Bank Management and RBI to look 

into this issue. In response on an afternoon, Mr. Chandrashekhar and Mr. Sunil K Das (from Grievance 

Department Hyderabad) literally barged into my office without even informing me and wanted to 

discuss about this issue and when I said I will not be able to talk with them they forcibly discussed with 

me in my office and Mr. Sunil was more or less talking about what Life is about and forgiveness etc. and 

finally I felt that it was like a threat from him stating that I have to stop writing to anyone in this issue (as 

my life is important etc.) as there will not be anyone in India who would be able to take action against 

their bank employees. So for 2 months I didn’t even raise any concern but still I was being targeted on 

multiple occasions like for example: when I raised the issue about ATM not working for 2 weeks but 

there was no sign, I was told that the parts were damaged by rain and that they won’t even put up a sign 

as they said that there is no such rule from RBI. Likewise, even my local cheques used to take more than 

3-4 days to get cleared and each time they used to give me a reason either saying that internally there is 

a big process or that the staff were busy and that is why it took so much time. I am mentioning here only 

few issues here but I was pushed to an extent where I felt so depressed and harassed that once again I 

wrote to RBI mentioning about Mr. Chandrashekhar and Mr. Sunil K Das, the way he had given me a 



threat to my life etc. but unfortunately the grievance landed at Mr. Sunil’s office and there is not even a 

single response so far for the emails that I sent.  

Once again without even informing me about 3 weeks ago, Mr. Chandrashekhar and 3 of his staff barged 

into my apartment and one of them Mr. Prasad said that instead of behaving in this fashion of posting 

complaints he said that I could opt to close my account and go with other bank. I was really shocked to 

hear this as they mentioned that whatever the issue which is reported to the Head Office eventually  

comes to the local branch and the Manager of that branch had to address it. That said, even though I 

have posted complaints about Mr. Chandrashekhar and Mr. Sunil K Das, it seems that the issue will not 

be taken up by their higher authority (as an escalation)  but would be address by these people and 

wanted me to stop posted such complaints. 

Also, the same evening one of the Divisional Manager had called my wife who was travelling and gave a 

threat, again about how my life is important. Speaking in Telugu, Initially it seems he said he is from 

Legal Department of Canara Bank but later said he is the DM but didn’t provide his name, at 6:30PM on 

a Saturday. When I called him on Sunday to ask as to who he was, he spoke to me only in Local Language 

(Telugu) and few words in English. He was trying to give me a threat as I understand very little of Telugu 

and disconnected the phone 2 times. When I asked him as to how he calls some number and provides 

my personal details, he said he talked with my wife but he has not confirmed if it was her number or 

not. How come he is able to pass my personal information to someone without even confirming further 

details if he/she is related to me? Also, when I asked him if my wife can operate my account, he said No 

and that is the rule of RBI. How come he is able to pass information from my account to unknown 

person but not allowing my wife to operate my account and calls it a rule. I feel that this person was 

either being hired by Canara Bank to give me a threat (as he seemed to say that he would kill me and 

put my body in front of Canara Bank) or this person was faking to be DM. They have pushed me to the 

extent when, in one of my emails I said that may be I have to go on FAST till death and at least then they 

would provide good service and I feel that even if this happens, there is not going to be any change as I 

am literally getting threats wherein I am told that they would kill me. What a way to go Canara Bank 

Management?  

Finally, I stopped following up as everyone in this Bank seem to have the same notion, which is that 

being a customer and just a common man, I will get what this Bank has to offer and I cannot even post a 

complaint, and even if I did, I would be harassed, ill-treated, given threats, make me get so depressed 

that they wish I could be even DEAD. What a way to go by such a big organization? I am writing this 

again to you as I have posted complaints to all major Government departments, including RBI, Chief 

Minister’s and Governer’s office, AP, Police Department, AP, to Human rights etc. and as the Canara 

Bank managers have mentioned, there is not even any response (leave alone any action initiation) from 

anyone but the threats and harassment is still continuing. 

The latest issue is that I am not receiving any SMS on my account transactions and I feel so ashamed and 

sad to even go to the local branch and tell them as they feel that they can ill-treat and harass me and 

that there will not be anyone who would address these issues from Government. 



 


